these worksheets contain reading assignments and sets of questions for your sixth grade students question sheets may include such activities as short answer multiple choice research topics art assignments providing definitions for given terms and more there are multiple question sheets for each reading passage so be sure to print them all 2 publishers note we are happy to make available this teachers guide to the core classics version of the legend of sleepy hollow amp other tales by washington irving we are presenting it and other guides in an electronic format so that is don’t lose your head over reading comprehension this halloween try it with ichabod crane and the story of sleepy hollow this classic piece of american horror lit is sure to give you a chill down your spine as well as some practice with mood and tone the legend of sleepy hollow discussion questions the legend of sleepy hollow discussion questions the legend of sleepy hollow 1 the disclaimer at the beginning of the tales state the papers belonged to who 2 define cognomen 3 why does irving give us the background of the headless horseman prior to the introduction of ichabod crane reading comprehension ensure you understand the lesson about the legend of sleepy hollow information recall use what you learned to answer questions about the occupation of ichabod crane and, the text is a summary short story based on irving s short story the legend of sleepy hollow also know as the story of the headless horseman after carefully reading the
students are required to complete some comprehension exercises including comprehension questions and true or false exercises, a collection of downloadable worksheets exercises and activities to teach sleepy hollow shared by english language teachers welcome to esl printables the website where english language teachers exchange resources worksheets lesson plans activities etc.

the legend of sleepy hollow is a spooky short story by washington irving here is a chance to get the kids interested in reading especially short stories that will keep them interested and on their toes, a short piece
of gothic literature filled with pranks and humor the legend of sleepy hollow is one of irving’s most enduring works while the story prompts scares and laughs it also warrants discussion and literary analysis here are a few questions about the legend of sleepy hollow that you can use for study or conversation, sleepy hollow main characters showing top 8 worksheets in the category sleepy hollow main characters some of the worksheets displayed are sleepy hollow ichabod crane comparing and contrasting the legend of sleepy hollow the legend sleepy hollow vocab questions the legend of sleepy hollow reproductions supplied by edrs are the best that can be the legend of sleepy hollow and other, sleepy hollow this place since ancient times settled here since the early dutch settlers known as sleepy hollow no doubt by the peculiar characteristics of the descendants of the dutch settlers people peaceful serene perhaps indolent reading comprehension questions of the legend of reading comprehension questions of the, questions 1 in what forms do we experience legends for example a book is one form 2 why do you think legends are important to a culture the legend of sleepy hollow might have been different if it were written in the 21st century 4 using the information above create a timeline of important events in washington, reading comprehension questions the legend of sleepy hollow 1 how did tarry town get its name how did sleepy hollow get its name 2 what mood does the setting of this story create 3 who do the villagers believe the headless horseman is how did he lose his head 4 what do the villagers think he is doing out at night, washington irving lesson plans and worksheets from thousands of teacher reviewed resources to help you inspire students learning explore washington irving s the legend of sleepy hollow in this literature analysis lesson middle schoolers read and summarize the plot of the story the legend of sleepy hollow answer questions based on, 2 explain
to the class that the story is a retold version of the original the legend of sleepy hollow by washington irving 3 as you view each illustration ask the student the following questions a look at the people in the illustrations, a vocabulary list featuring sleepy hollow word list as the enraptured ichabod fancied all this and as he rolled his great green eyes over the fat meadow lands the rich fields of wheat of rye of buckwheat and indian corn and the orchards burdened with ruddy fruit which surrounded the warm tenement of van tassel his heart yearned after the damsel who was to inherit these domains, the legend of sleepy hollow questions and answers discover the enotes.com community of teachers mentors and students just like you that can answer any question you might have on the legend of, sleepy hollow showing top 8 worksheets in the category sleepy hollow some of the worksheets displayed are the legend of sleepy hollow the legend of sleepy hollow word search puzzle the legend of sleepy hollow work sleepy hollow ichabod crane comparing and contrasting reproductions supplied by edrs are the best that can be the legends of sleepy hollow and rip van winkle by the legend, the legend of sleepy hollow english 66 terms the legend of sleepy hollow 61 terms moby dick 39 terms combo with the hobbit study guide and 1 other other sets by this creator the devil and tom walker questions 34 terms dr heidegger s experiment 25 terms vocab sem 1 exam features quizlet live quizlet learn diagrams, the legend of sleepy hollow study guide contains literature essays a biography of washington irving a complete e text quiz questions major themes characters and a full summary and analysis, download legend of sleepy hollow comprehension questions answers pdf best of all they are entirely free to find use and download so there is no cost or stress at all legend of sleepy hollow comprehension questions answers pdf may not make exciting reading but legend, washington irving today s story is called the legend of sleepy hollow it is about something strange that happened long ago in a valley called sleepy hollow looking for top the legend of sleepy hollow quizzes play the legend of sleepy hollow quizzes on proprofs the most popular
quiz resource choose one of the thousands addictive the legend of sleepy hollow quizzes play and share, from the legend of sleepy hollow to mummies and vampires october has no shortage of monster mascots learn all about these beasts and famously freaky stories with these halloween comprehension worksheets these fifth grade worksheets and printables can help prepare your chid for the rigors of math and reading in middle school, contents the legend of sleepy hollow postscript list of illustrations view in sleepy hollow from sketch by j h hill w m hart ichabods evening walk oertell katrina at the w heel darley sunny side w m hart ichabod and katrina huntington the messenger hoppin the tappan zee kensett church at sleepy hollow from sketch by j h hill w m hart the old bridge t a richards, welcome to the litcharts study guide on washington irving s the legend of sleepy hollow created by the original team behind sparknotes litcharts are the world s best literature guides washington irving was a fiction writer biographer historian essayist and us ambassador who worked during the test your comprehension of the legend of sleepy hollow with this multiple choice quiz and printable worksheet the practice questions
Facebook The Legend of Sleepy Hollow questions and answers
the question and answer sections of our study guides are a
great resource to ask questions find answers and discuss
literature, start studying the legend of sleepy hollow
comprehension questions learn vocabulary terms and more
with flashcards games and other study tools, this suspense filled play
based on the washington irving classic will expand students literary knowledge while
encouraging the repeated reading they need to build fluency and comprehension skills,
the
legend of sleepy hollow lesson plans and worksheets from thousands of teacher reviewed

resources to help you inspire students learning the legend of sleepy hollow answer questions
Teaching guide to the core classics edition of Washington Irving's The Legend of Sleepy Hollow and other tales. Support for 4 stories: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow, Rip Van Winkle, The Specter Bridegroom, and The Devil and Tom Walker. Documents include background information, comprehension questions, and vocabulary practice. A main idea worksheet about The Legend of Sleepy Hollow by Washington Irving includes a passage where Ichabod is leaving for a party on an old borrowed horse. Students write the main idea and supporting ideas. The worksheet is written for students in middle school but may be used in other grades as appropriate. View answers to Sleepy Hollow questions 1 to 10.docx from Mart 110 at the University of South Carolina. Answers to reading comprehension questions: The Legend of Sleepy Hollow 1. How did Tarrytown become a huge collection of Sleepy Hollow trivia quizzes in our movies category. 50 Sleepy Hollow trivia questions to answer. Play our quiz games to test your knowledge. How much do you know about Sleepy Hollow, a town that is full of super-naturals and one of the oldest known people are witches? We get to see our protagonist Ichabod Crane attempt to win Katrina's heart. Their tale of love is sad but very captivating. How well did you understand the major characters and plot events of Washington Irving's famous story? Compare Sleepy Hollow with similar regions in the area. B intensify the eerie reputation of Sleepy Hollow. C describe what a person would find if visiting Sleepy Hollow. D illustrate the importance history played in the creation of Sleepy Hollow.
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow is one of the earliest pieces of American fiction and one of the first pieces of American horror literature. Read the beginning and the end of the story in one of those spacious coves which indent the eastern shore of the Hudson at that broad expansion of the Tappan Zee River lies a small town called Tarrytown.

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow questions back next bring on the tough stuff there's not just one right answer how would the story of Sleepy Hollow have been if it were written from Katrina's point of view would the ending still be the same why are there two parts to the short story what is the purpose of the postscript, engage and motivate students with this high interest leveled text from the Legend of Sleepy Hollow all students can learn about plot using a classic fiction passage written at four reading levels symbols on the pages represent reading level ranges to help differentiate instruction provided comprehension questions complement the text, take the quiz the Legend of Sleepy Hollow everyone knows Washington Irving's classic The Legend of Sleepy Hollow or do they this quiz will test how well you know this classic short story Funtrivia com sections homepage trivia quizzes free trivia questions player quiz lists ask Funtrivia get,
what others are saying from the legend of sleepy hollow to mummies and vampires october has no shortage of monster mascots learn all about these beasts and famously freaky stories with these halloween comprehension worksheets, rip van winkle reading comprehension questions answers discussion questions anticipation guide vocabulary practice more lesson plans and poetry professional resources reading literacy shakespeare speech support for 4 stories the legend of sleepy hollow rip van winkle the documents include background, from the legend of sleepy hollow to mummies and vampires october 31st has no shortage of monster mascots learn all about these beasts and famously freaky stories with these halloween comprehension worksheets, the legends of sleepy hollow and rip van winkle washington irving macmillan readers sleepy hollow 1 comprehension rip van winkle a8 a7 a6 a5 a4 a3 a2 a1 he was a farmer mountains his wife and two children wolf because he never did any work on his farm in the catskill mountains, elementary level worksheet macmillan readers the legends of sleepy hollow and rip van winkle 1 this page has been downloaded from www macmillanenglish com it is photocopiable but all copies must be complete pages: reading comprehension questions of the legend of sleepy hollow andrea minango santiago chvez 4 what do the villagers think he is doing out at night why is he said to be in such a hurry the legend of the sleepy hollow group n3 mara reading comprehension questions of the legend of, la leyenda de sleepy hollow the legend of sleepy hollow the legend of sleepy hollow the legend of sleepy hollow the legend of sleepy hollow the legend of sleepy hollow folktale fiction 840 words level p grade 2 lexile 650l introduce readers to one of the world’s most famous spooky tales with this retelling of the legend of sleepy hollow, the legend of sleepy hollow november 14 2012 by ms gross nj rate this list activities for this list practice answer a few questions on each word on this list get one wrong we’ll ask some follow
up questions use it to prep for your next quiz start practice session